Kia sedona problems

It looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one of these buttons! Howdy,
Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in.
Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. September edited March in Kia. Hi All, This is
my first post. I have a difficult with my Sedona. When I am parked at my house facing uphill it is
sometimes difficult to move from Park to Reverse. Does anybody else havbe this problem?
What is the answer? Thank You. September This is a common issue on all transmissions. When
you park on a hill apply the parking brake before you put the vehicle in park. I simply have a
tough time moving the gear shift from park down to drive smoothly. I can rarely bring it straight
down in one movement. Usually it goes past to 1 and then I have to push it back up, and I
usually miss drive again and have to push it back down again. My thumb is permanently sore
from the pressure of pushing the button in and yanking the gear shift up or down. I had
problems hitting the drive first time around too. After a year with the van either I, or it, adjusted
and have no problems anymore. October I was led to believe by my salesman and the sales
manager that the second row bench seat and the third row split bench seats on my LX were
interchangeable. I wanted to move the 3rd row to the 2nd row position and leave out the bench
entirely. This cannot be done. The locking rails are different widths. The sales manager says he
will "work something out" with me but the only solution I can see is to exchange the 2nd row
bench for two captain chair buckets. I will let you all know what happens. JRush, I've got an LX
also. If you look at the chair anchors in the 2nd row, I do not believe they are appropriately
spaced to support two captains chairs. Although there are 4 anchors, I believe they are spaced
so that you can move the bench to be flush on one side or the other I don't think they support
buckets. Please let me know. I returned to the Dealership and talked to the sales manager
regarding the switching of the 2nd and 3rd row seats. He admitted that both he and my
salesman had agreed that these seats were interchangeable which they are not. The sales
manager said that he would try to have the second row bench traded in for two captains chairs
at no cost to me. Evidently the seat anchors will accept the captain chairs. I will let you know
how things work out. I am shopping for minivan. Just lost faith in Odyssey. Does anyone
experience any probelms with this Sedona rather the seating, like transmission, etc? Not too
many common problems so far, but Sedona has been available only for a year or so. Naturally,
you won't hear as many Sedona problems as you will Odyssey problems or Caravan problems.
Why did you lose faith in Odyssey? It's an excellent van. One dealer told the problem that they
have heard was the fan belt shredding. I hope to see there is no major problem before I make
my decision. I agree the Odyssey is the great van. But it just gave me a bad imagine on it. I
mean, people feel they have won the lottery when they have their Odys few hundred dollars off
MSRP. The story takes place about the middle of September I arrived Saturday morning with my
family in toll and let the salesman know that I was interested in the Odyssey but was uncertain
about the EX vs LX line. Before making a determination, I requested the trade-in value for my
car. As I still owe on the vehicle, I told the salesman that we would consider trading in the other
vehicle 97 Honda CRV--payed for. He said that someone ordered it but changed their mind and
that the customer was probably mentally ill. Later that same afternoon, my wife returned with
our 97 CRV. The salesman passed by her and would not acknowledge her. She waited an hour
and a half to get the CRV appraised. Furthermore, They said that if she ordered the vehicle that
they could not honor any appraisal during that wait time about 2 months. We then looked at Kia.
We were treated decently with no pressure. When they didn't have what we wanted on the lot,
they special ordered one that was a week ago. It is tentatively scheduled to be in tomorrow. I too
had reservations about the Odyssey based on all of the postings regarding transmissions, and
sliding door failures. Conversely, The Sedona experience posted so far has largely been
favorable with fact mechanical difficulties associated with the vehicle. After my kia experience
there really was no other choice. For my hard earned dollar, I want value, and safety and a
vehicle I am happy with. I feel the Sedona is that vehicle for me. Aside from the Honda
experience, I just plain like the Sedona and do not view it as a compromised after first driving it
twice. The question essentially becomes, why pay 5 to 6K I realize that vehicle selection is
subjective. I would however suggest you give the Kia Sedona a serious look. Good luck with
your search. I am now looking at the Sedona after months of looking at the Odyssey. Are you
driving the Sedona? I looked the picture with the 3rd seats up. Can they fold down or at least
removable? We do have a Sedona - Comparision topic already :- Judging by early posts, not too
many problems are cropping up. That's good! Steve, Host. See post 6 in this thread for seat
interchangability. The second row bench in the LX is removable. The second row captain chairs
in the EX are removable. The third row split bench seats in both the LX and EX are removable
either one or both. The third row split bench seats tilt forward and strap up at an angle. This
position gives more room but not a whole lot. None of the seats fold completely away like the
Honda. I'd hate to see this one filled up with hundreds of comments not really relevant to

"Problems", if you get my drift. Maybe we can move this conversation to another thread? Lok,
my Sedona may be in tomorrow. I'll follow thru and post any Sedona problems. To the message
board, I'm sorry about posting 12 here. I was compelled to respond to Lok's experience.
November I am new to this forum, so be patient ok! I made out a list of vans to look at. I looked
the the MPV first. My wife is not crazy about the shape of the van. I test drove an LX. Either way,
I just did not like the look of it. Now, I know that this van has magic seats that disappear into the
back deck, it is still tight. Next, we drove to the Kia dealership. I was looking at the Lx, but
settled on an Ex. The test drive left me wanting this van. But the thing that sealed the deal was
the price. Now, even with these features, and with financing, the total price was one thousand
less then a base mazda Mpv. So far, its been 3 days since I have had the van. All I can say is
that the buying experience was a very good experience, very diferent from my past experiences.
I would say to any one looking for family transportation, to check out the Kia Sedona minivan.
Congrats, but this is the Problems board. Sounds like you're having no problems Welcome to
Town Hall! What did they sell This does allow Kia salesmen extra time to log onto townhall and
post about there superior products. Seems like you made the shill claim once or twice before -soliciting is a violation of the Member's Agreement, so if you know something amiss, email the
hosts. What's the point of your last post? Personally, I don't care if a manufacturer sells very
few as long as they are good. Aside from that, I believe the Sedona's sales numbers have
actually been quite good for a first-year vehicle with fairly low target numbers. My personal
experience fell in line with this as well. Why is it that Kia sells is among the slowest selling cars
in every class yet has so many posts on these boards? It seems very, very odd to me. Of course
I don't have access to the proof, but I'm sure you guys have the ability to see how many of the
posts are coming from where. If you're going to make the claims, best have some back up
source material. Maybe Sedona owners just like to post? The Odyssey folks sure post way more
percentage-wise than Caravan owners, and Caravans outsell Odys what, 3 to 1? I've outed my
fair share of shills on Town Hall too , Steve, Host. What are you implying with your previous
post? Would you please do us all a favor and, whatever it is, come right out and say it. My wife
will attest that I'm not good at reading between the lines. I'm quite curious to hear what your last
post means. I'm not baiting you - I really don't know what you are getting at. Do you think many
posts are from Kia employees or Kia dealer employees? Or from Kia owners who are trying to
flood the boards with positive comments about their vehicles? I just don't get it. These boards
are full of opinions. Do you challenge all posters to back up there opinions? Hondas, Kias,
Dodges and Yugos are great or suck? The last time I sniffed something stinky, a diligent editor
found several shills and many posters went away. But that is in your court, not mine. I cannot
do it. You can. Honda vs. Point well taken except thatlots of Honda posts are anti-posts--people
who drove the car once and rail on it incessantly due to lack of armrests or being too expensive.
Both very good points, IMO. There are lotsa Dodge folks on the board, but they don't tend to
hand around. Their pattern is typically the same. Post about how much better there product is
for about 6 months, then disappear when the engine or tranny blows. Remember Carleton? I
cannot remember any other longterm Dodge poster but him. However, regularly, people get on
here and brag about their new Caravan and how the salesman says they've fixed the tranny
problems Well I can smell a shill a mile away but I still miss some. I haven't smelled any in here,
but if think I'm missing some, email me. Let's get back to the Sedona, shall we? I do not usually
post on this board because I do not have a Kia but I do follow it to see how they are doing. I am
posting because I am a Dodge owner and my reasons for not posting much anymore have
nothing to do with my engine or tranny blowing. It has to do with the fact that the Honda vs. DC
board eventually degenerated to kindergarten name calling which is where the Honda vs. Kia
board appears to be headed. The lower mentality die hards eventually take over the board and
because they have no new information to offer they just start bashing each other. Hopefully
your cheap shot of Dodge owners is not an indication that you will one of the last left on the
board. You still haven't explained your post What are you implying? Why don't we give it a rest
and just get back to the Sedona instead? Clearly he's not interested in explaining himself, as he
has elected not to address the issue even though I've raised it twice. My wife and I have had our
Sedona since March and the rattle coming from the 3rd row seat is getting progressively worse.
It sounds as though it's coming from the passenger side though I haven't been able to pinpoint
it. Has anyone else experiences this. If you have removed the seats and not reinstalled them
properly, they will rattle. I suggest you remove and replace them, it is much easier to do with the
head rest removed when reinstalling. Hope this helps. Yes,i had a rattle in my third row seat
also,i have partly removed the seat and reinstalled it again,and the rattle is gone. It's been
awhile since I visited any Sedona message boards and it's nice to see a new board for Sedona
problems. Here are some items I've experienced I have a EX : 1. Switching over to the radio did
not have the same problem. Left armrest in the middle row seat was loose and replaced by the

dealer. The two-tone cladding is coming undone in one spot. The dealer ordered new cladding. I
can not get the fuel tank to fill up even close to full unless I try to "top off" not recommended I'm an engineer with an oil company. When using a hold-open latch, it cuts off well below the F
mark on the dashboard gas indicator. Any one else have similar problems? Mikeymike01,
sounds like your dealer is taking pretty good care of you. Have you tried not sticking the nozzle
in "all the way"? And, since you work in the industry, do you have a preference for dead dino or
synthetic? KIA National customer service. Several dealers didn't know. Wife dislikes two tones,
but likes the van so will press on. Sent out a blind address e-mail other addressees blocked last
night to most dealers in extended local area for EX with ABS quote. Asked for one shot, best
deal. More than most here pay for zero mile vans, and certainly not one dealer has already been
able to depreciate. Make of it what you will if you want to shop there Not only NOT responding
with what I asked for, but by providing an insulting quote. Had corresponded with this guy
previously, too. Thought I had that "stupid" tatoo covered by my ball cap! Yes, that salesperson
just shot himself in the foot. With a very large gun. That truly is an insulting price. Please do
keep us posted on your search, including general geography. I'm working hard to convince my
parents to buy a Sedona - they really like ours but would prefer something with all-wheel drive
gets pretty snowy on west side of Michigan. I've noticed our Sedona gas gauge seems to take a
few miles after fill-up before it actually displays a full tank. Just thought I'd mention this - are
you sure the problem is not enough gas in the tank, or might it be the gauge not displaying the
fuel level properly? That said, I have had occasional problems with a pump shutting off before
the tank is full, but nothing more common than on other vehicles. However, I am usually able to
continue with the fill-up until the tank is full. I bought a Sedona EX in late August of this year.
When looking at all the vans the one I truly loved was the Odyssey but the one I wanted would
not be available until 3 months later. I admit I did fall in love with the Sedona didn't help Honda
that I had the most obnoxious salesman ever either I purchased it brand new a few miles on it
for a grand total of 19, One would think. It only has 2, miles on it now and I am thinking I made a
huge mistake. Three weeks ago the air bag light came on and I took it in and its on again Also, I
hit a tiny little bump in the road and the entire radio, CD player has went on the blink. I get
absolutely nothing, If that wasn't bad enough, the tires on the car all four keep requiring air and
there is no leaks according to the dealer. Last but not least, the brakes grunt and squeal as if I
have had this car for years. Before purchasing the Sedona, I owned a Ford Expediton that I
bought new, I loved it and hated it and was upset it depreciated so badly and I did not like how
inconvenient the seating was since I have 4 children. Has anyone experienced any of my
issues? I have an EX Sedona , two tone black and silver. I purchased the mud-flaps and was
going to install them myself, but they do not appear to fit. The dealer tells me that they gave me
the right part number and checked it twice, but the flaps indicate that they are for the RIO maybe
the same part. They are part 's KL and KL On the two tone the front appears to have molded
mud-flap as part of the side and there does not appear to be a place for the mud-flap and neither
part seems to fit the back. Anyone else had this problem or have advice regarding this
problem? I've had and continue to have the problem with the Air bag light. It's been to the dealer
once shortly after my purchase in late August I have not yet brought it back in yet. My tires
came under inflated from the dealer but seem to hold air just fine I have the Hankooks. Thanks
for the suggestions on the fuel fill-ups. Steve: I don't work in the auto oil sector, I help design
the electrical systems for convenience stores. Sorry I don't have a call one way or the oil on
your oil versus synthetic. Bluedevils, Steve: Bluedevils - My Sedona does take awhile before the
meter goes up after a fill-up just like yours. My other two vehicles Acura Integra and Pontiac
Grand Am don't have similar problems with fueling to the full level like I experience with our
Sedona. I do try to stick the dispenser nozzle into the fuel tank as far as it will go. But I notice
that the hold-open latch disengages well above the full level. When I do this, the meter
eventually goes to the F mark. Maybe try just sticking the nozzle in "half way" as an experiment
next fill? Is anybody else found that the Hankook tires and wiper blades are to cheap for our
winter climate?. Your experience may be explained by the van itself, but the more likely factor is
the tires. In southeast Michigan, we don't get as much snow as most of Canada but we do get a
decent amount. We bought our Sedona in late February so it and its Hankook tires haven't seen
much snow action. I will keep a close eye on snow performance and give serious consideration
to a set of snow tires and wheels. When I purchased our Sedona, I immediately replaced those
tires. I had Yokahoma Avid Touring installed. They are rated A for traction and A for
temperature. They are wonderful in the rain and I would guess they will be good for the snow.
Check out tirerack. You will not be disappointed. I agree with Bornzo I have a Kia Sedona
originally with the Kuhmo tires. I swapped them out for the Yokahoma Avid Touring tires.
Although they are S rated, I don't intend to drive more than mph. They actually have a higher
maximal load rating than the Kuhmo tires that were on my van vs lbs. I couldn't find spec. I

suspect the Hankook is similar in this regard. On the tire rack site, they are highly rated across
the board, especially for snow. I went with the Yokahoma's as they have been around longer
with more owner input, and I am in Indiana not so much snow here. The web site for tirerack:
There's also a Tire Rack ad hotlinked at the bottom left of the page. There's plenty of specs right
on the sidewall. Off the top of my head, I think they are rated treadwear, A traction, B temp, and
H speed. These are pretty good specs for a minivan tire, in my book. That doesn't mean they
actually perform well, though. Mikeymike I read on another chat board about some wires being
pinched during assembly. The owner told of the same symptoms you had with the CD player
and teddielex with his CD and airbag. When the wiring harness was replaced all was good
again. Teddielex My mother in law had the same problem with the tires on her GC. She took it to
a tire specialist, and they removed the tires and used some goop? I'm not sure what it was and
since then she has had no leaks on her tires. It had something to do with the tires not being
properly seated when initially installed on her aluminum rims. Andrd If you use the wiper
defroster on the van, it keeps the wipers clear of ice. I didn't have any problems at all during the
6 inches of snow last week. There was some ice on the wipers in the morning, but the defroster
cleaned it up real quick. The tires do feel loose in snow and on gravel, but I have trouble
beleiving that a Quebecer was actually driving that slow. Or maybe its just the Montrealers that
drive like maniacs. Korean automaker Kia has produced the Sedona minivan since and has
offered it for sale in the U. Redesigned for the model year, the Sedona continues to be among
the lowest-priced minivan options in the North American market in Despite relatively good
reviews and reliability ratings, the Sedona is known for a series of problems that owners and
potential buyers should be aware of. One of the most commonly cited problems with the Kia
Sedona involves its braking system. Early models used front disc brakes and rear drum brakes,
with many owners experiencing worn brake pads and shoes, vibration during braking or
excessive noise. In its version, the Sedona is available with four-wheel disc brakes. Problems
with Sedona disc brakes can include worn rotors that need resurfacing, adding to the cost of
routine brake maintenance. Other problems with the Sedona involve difficulty in starting the
engine. In some cases, a problem with the steering column makes it difficult or impossible to
insert the key. Other ignition issues result in not being able to turn the key once it is inserted, or
not being able to remove it once the car is shut off. Problems with the electrical system have
been known to prevent the Sedona from starting, regardless of the key position. Most of these
ignition issues are intermittent and can be repaired easily. Kia Sedonas are also known for
problems involving the throttle position sensor. This is an electronic sensor located in the
engine that regulates the amount of fuel used for combustion. Problems with the throttle
position sensor can lead to the Sedona stalling while idling or driving, or uneven engine
operation resulting in a lack of power or bucking during acceleration. Problems with the throttle
position sensor can be difficult to diagnose, as the symptoms are similar to those of faulty
spark plugs or other common engine problems. Some Sedona models are equipped with power
automatic sliding side doors. These doors are notorious for experiencing a range of mechanical
problems. In some cases the sliding doors fail to respond to the "close" button on the key fob,
or close but then immediately re-open. The same problem can happen when the door is closed
by using the internal button, or when closing it manually. Door problems may be a result of a
faulty door motor, but are more often attributable to an electrical malfunction in the control
mechanism. Doors that will not close or remain closed pose a serious safety risk. The Sedona
has been the subject of a number of recalls by Kia. Several such recalls, mainly involving
Sedonas from the early s, involve the seats or seat belts. In , over 89, Sedonas were recalled to
repair the speed control wiring, while a recall affecting over 13, vehicles dealt with a brake
issue. Other Sedona recalls have been enacted for problems with anti-lock brakes, the rear
liftgate, the electrical system and the engine cooling system. Kia Sedona Problems by Dennis
Hartman. Ignition and Starting Other problems with the Sedona involve difficulty in starting the
engine. Throttle Position Sensor Kia Sedonas are also known for problems involving the throttle
position sensor. Doors Some Sedona models are equipped with power automatic sliding side
doors. Recalls The Sedona has been the subject of a number of recalls by Kia. References
Edmunds Car Space. We've pulled together a list of the most widespread problems that Sedona
owners have to deal with. There's growing concern that some sort of electrical overstress is
messing with airbag control units ACU in certain Kia vehicles. Rodents just can't resist the
soy-derived wire coatings used in Kia vehicles. The chewed up wires are costing owners
hundreds, and sometimes thousands of dollars in repairs. However, this isn't a Kia-only
problem. Sometimes it helps just to tally up the complaints and see where the biggest stacks
are. Use this information to learn about troublespots or to run for the hills. Full Lists on
CarComplaints. Generations are groups of model years where few, if any, changes were made
to the vehicle which means their model years tend to break in similar ways. The Sedona has 3

generations available in North American markets. Running tally of owner grievances filed to
CarComplaints. The occupant detection system ODS is supposed to disable the airbag if it
detects that the occupant is a child because airbags deploy with too much force to be safe for
our little ones. However, the wiring harness for the ODS is breaking when people sit in the front
passenger seat which is, you know â€¦ typically what people do with seats. If the harness
breaks, the passenger airbag will deploy regardless of who is in the seat. The issue affects the
model years with manually-adjusted front passenger seats. Models Sedona. The 2 Most
Common Sedona Problems We've pulled together a list of the most widespread problems that
Sedona owners have to deal with. Read More. By the Numbers complaints Running tally of
owner grievances filed to CarComplaints. Posted on March 2, Tagged recall Source
carcomplaints. Posted on November 11, Tagged lawsuit Source carcomplaints. Posted on July
31, Tagged lawsuit Source carcomplaints. Posted on June 19, Tagged lawsuit Corro de on me
once, shame on you. Corrode on me twice The defective electrical system, malfunctioning
powertrain and bad tires are all causing trouble. Click on other model year to view more
problems : You have legal rights to cash, return or buyback. The law makes Kia pay legal fees.
We've fixed thousands of lemon problems. Message or call today. The contact stated that the
passenger side sliding door would open and close on its own. The contact took the vehicle to
[dealer], but they could not duplicate or diagnose the failure. The vehicle was not repaired. The
manufacturer was made aware of the failure and did not assist. The approximate failure mileage
was 9, According to the documentation, the door can close, even if something or somebody is
in the way. This poses a risk of injury to occupants, especially children that could get in the
way. This recall says that the occupant detection system wiring harness could break. If a child
sits in the front seat after this occurs, the front passenger air bag might deploy and cause
injury. Part of the powertrain is the transmission. This intermittent problem has happened when
transmission shifts at approx. When this happens the accelerator becomes disabled, the vehicle
starts to slow. This is a delicate balancing act that owners have to figure out in order to get to
the destination. Kia has nothing to say about this matter and has chosen instead to remain
quiet. They must stop to go â€” talk about mixed messages. While driving 60 mph, the steering
wheel shook violently without warning. The vehicle was taken to an independent mechanic who
diagnosed that the tire tread separated. The dealer was contacted, but no further assistance
was offered. The tires were replaced. The manufacturer was notified of the failure and did not
assist. The approximate vehicle failure mileage was 19, As can be expected, Kia had nothing to
say about tire issues either and decided to remain silent. Think you have a lemon? Sit back and
let the experts work aid your lemon at no cost to you. You may be able to get your lemon out of
your life. Lemberg Law is a consumer law firm helping victims of bad manufacturing and
run-arounds from auto companies. Call our Helpline today! There is no charge unless we win.
Share your story. Does this ring a bell? Have you had a bad experience too? Sound off and
share your experience with other visitors in the comment box below. Write a comment below to
share online. Or, instead you can send a secure message to our legal team. Email is required to
block spam, but will not be published. Please select your star rating. Describe your legal
concern or comment Briefly describe your experience Briefly describe your experience. Please
enter a valid email adress. Please enter a valid phone number. Want to know if you could sue?
Get free legal evaluation Lemberg Law? Yes No. Thank you for requesting your free case
evaluation. One of our staff members will call you shortly. In the meantime, you are welcome to
call us right away at We look forward to working with you to resolve your legal issues. Electrical
system and powertrain issues among the top complaints received by the NHTSA from vehicle
owners. Who are we? We are Lemberg Law, a Consumer Law Firm Lemberg Law is a consumer
law firm helping victims of bad manufacturing and run-arounds from auto companies. Share
your story Does this ring a bell? Please enter a valid phone number Want to know if you could
sue? Your Info Was Received Thank you for requesting your free case evaluation. We need a
little more info to start your case review. Please fill in the red fields above. Your Message Briefly
describe the problem Briefly describe the problem. Confidentiality Guarantee: We keep your
information completely confidential and will not send you spam or sell your information.
Reliability indicates how models have performed in the past, providing the basis for predicting
how the vehicles will hold up in the year ahead. These charts provide the most comprehensive
reliability information available to consumers. Based on information received from our latest
subscriber survey, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on how used vehicles are
holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to
power equipment and the electrical system. Learn more about car Reliability. The Reliability
score is based on our latest subscriber survey of Kia Sedona owners. The owner comments
describe problems respondents experienced with this vehicle. Power or manual windows, locks
and latches, tailgate, hatch or trunk, doors or sliding doors, mirrors, seat controls, safety belts,

sunroof, convertible top. That is worrisome with my young kids. Alternator, starter, hybrid
battery and related systems, regular battery, battery cables, engine harness, coil, ignition
switch, electronic ignition, distributor or rotor failure, spark plugs and wires failure. Door handle
lights stopped working. Will get repaired under warranty in next weeks. Paint fading, chalking,
cracking, or peeling , loose interior and exterior trim or moldings, rust. No other rust on the
vehicle so it seems like a deficiency with the quality of the primer and paint thickness on that
particular door panel. Problem not resolved yet". Antilock system ABS , parking brake, master
cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or vibration, squeaking, brake failure or wear. Shocks or
struts, ball joints, tie rods, wheel bearings, alignment, steering linkage includes rack and pinion
, power steering pumps and hoses, leaks , wheel balance, springs or torsion bars, bushings,
electronic or air suspension. Cruise control, clock, warning lights, body control module, keyless
entry, wiper motor or washer, tire pressure monitor, interior or exterior lights, horn, gauges, 12V
power plug, remote engine start, alarm or security system. Accessory belts and pulleys, engine
computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks. Bluetooth , voice control commands,
steering wheel controls, portable music device interface e. Engine rebuild or replacement,
cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. Gear selector or
linkage, leaks, transmission computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment,
rough shifting, slipping transmission. Muffler, pipes, catalytic converter, exhaust manifold,
leaks. Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating.
Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter, clutch replacement. Reactivate now to
get the information you were looking for! If you feel you have received this message in error,
please view our customer care FAQs or access your account information here. Sign In. Become
a Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance? Please call Member
Services at Unlock Ratings. New Used Kia Sedona Change Vehicle. Kia's latest minivan makes a
better mobile lounge than it does a road machine. Its strikingly-posh interior is a standout for a
minivan. That could make the Sedona a terrific people mover -- if all people did was sit in it. But,
alas, the luxury impression vanishes as you pull away from the curb. We bought a relatively
modest mid-level EX to test. There are 2 recalls on this vehicle. Learn More. Overall Reliability.
Most Common Trouble Spots. Common Trouble Spot. See all Potential Trouble Spots. View
Recalls. Worse Better. Overall Reliability Verdict. Engine Major. Engine Minor. Engine Cooling.
Transmission Major. Transmission Minor. Drive System. Fuel System. Electric System. Climate
System. Body Integrity. Body Hardware. Power Equipment. In-car Electronics. Show More
Trouble Spots. Show Fewer Trouble Spots. Based on information received from our latest
subscriber survey for about , vehicles, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on how
through vehicles are holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine,
transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the electrical system. NA indicates that we
did not receive a large enough sample size to provide data for a specific year. An X indicates
that the vehicle was not manufactured for a specific year. What Owners Say. Doors or sliding
doors "The power sliding door requires more force then expected in a specific area to stop.
Exterior lights other than headlights "Minor issue. Rust "Several 6 or more rust spots starting to
develop on paint on teh surface of the left rear sliding door. Alignment "Experienced premature
tire wear in rear, bought 2 new tires and had rear end aligned. See All Trouble Spots. Compare
Models. Similar Cars. Chrysler Pacifica. Dodge Grand Caravan. Honda Odyssey. Kia Sedona.
Toyota Sienna. This score shows whether the model had more or fewer problems overall than
the average model of that year, calculated from the total number of problems reported by
subscribers in all 17 trouble spots. If a child is in a child seat in the front seat, a broken ODS
wiring harness will not prevent the front passenger air bag from deploying in the event of a
crash, increasing the risk of injury to the child. Read Recall Details. Kia Motors America Kia is
recalling certain Sedona vehicles equipped with manually-adjusted front passenger seats. Over
time, the Occupant Detection System ODS wiring harness located underneath the front
passenger seat may break from the seat being occupied. What should you do:. Kia will notify
owners, and dealers will remove the wire harness clip to prevent the wiring harness from
breaking. If the harness is found damaged, the front passenger seat cushion will be replaced.
These repairs will be performed free of charge. The recall began March 19, Owners may contact
Kia customer service at Kia's number for this recall is SC Potential Number of Units Affected:
Hide Recall Details. If the door closes on an occupant, there is an increased risk of an injury.
The PSD may not auto-reverse when its closing is obstructed. Kia will notify owners, and
dealers will reprogram the PSD module software, free of charge. The recall began on June 18,
Check Vehicle for Unrepaired Recalls. Recall Look-up. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local
Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation Newsletters
Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews. I love the two tone interior.
It makes the vehicle look expensive. The bucket seats are very comfortable. I love the roomy

cargo area. The display screen is very easy to see and use. The ride is quite and comfortable. It
is easy to navigate and turns on a dime which makes parking easy. The large windows make it
easy to see around the vehicle. I love the heated seats. The interior is roomy and the large
sliding doors make passenger entering and exiting very easy. The Sedona is a dream to drive, it
runs smooth as silk, and the integrated apple CarPlay makes it easier to navigate the terrain like
a pro not only that but it also has android installed into the system as well which accessible to
any phone, the leather interior is so comfortable, all in all this a luxury vehicle that anyone can
enjoy. It's a really nice car. It rides smooth and the turning radius is amazing. It gets a great mile
to the gallon and I love having it. I will probably purchase another one once I have worn this
baby out. Really love the car and the experience it provides. Gas does not run out fast, it is a
money saver. No complaints seating works out extremely well with enough space to fit a
average sized family without feeling crushed, after 1 year of use there has been no engine
trouble at all and is still highly reliable. The vehicle performance is great in the suburbs and
urban environments. No issues so far with the car. I love the space and seating options. Right
now we have most of the back removed so it is like captain seats in the middle. This means I
have so much room for bikes, strollers, and the dog. The seats are comfy and I love that it has
back air vents for the kids. The control screen is easy to read and it is simple to switch between
the screens. Have had to have warranty work on exhaust at 25k miles. Has a bad blind spot. Has
the most leg room for my tall husband than other vans in same age range. Wish middle seats
slide easier. Love the built-in DVD player. Wish there was a CD player on Dash. This car is really
comfortable when driving and sitting as a passenger. I haven't had any technical or reliability
issues. It has great space, and it is really comfortable. You cannot really feel any significant
movement when the road is not properly paved, or there are bumps on the road. When someone
is driving it feels as if the vehicle is gliding. When in snow, it is really safe and steady. Love the
Kia Sedona, has automatic doors with backup camera, has automatic start Only thing I wish it
had was an automatic hatch to make loading so much easier! Kia has great customer service
and a great warranty that covers you in almost every situation! I really like my van. It is perfect
for both my family life and professional. I can keep my work supplies in the back and still have
plenty of room for my family and whatever we decide to shop for, including groceries. The seat
warmers are great, the automatic doors in the back are great for kids. I wish the middle seats
folded flat and that the back gate was automatic but mine is not. I could not be more happy with
my van. The sliding doors are a game changer with the kids. I love the front console that makes
it feel cozy. The leather interior is premier with the heated seats. My kids are comfy in the back
bucket seats. I haven't had any issues with the vehicle. I love the shades in the back that lower
if need be. The car cools fairly quickly with how big it is. So much room in the trunk portion.
Easy to clean. Very reliable minivan! The seats stowaway nicely and make for a great traveling
vehicle. The seats are very comfortable. One issue we've had is that both sliding doors have
needed repairs at different times, but both were fixed under the time of warranty, so no money
out of our pockets. I like my car. No problems yet. Performance is great. It's very reliable. Rides
good. Cold ac. Sits people with enough room and has a lot of leg room for small car. I like the
color of the paint and rims. Seats are soft and fits me just well. Easy to maintain. Cool car helps
a lot. Very reliable. We have had for 2. Roomy for 4 small children with car seats in the back.
Visibility issue sometimes when looking to right-space between passenger front door and
sliding door-difficult to see sometimes. Good wheel, comfortable, no problems, has very simple
easy and effective signals, the ac never fails, the car has been with the family for over two years
and continues to work as if we got the car yesterday. The car also has many features. The
layout of the car is perfect for those with many children such as mine I have 4 in total! I have
had this vehicle for 3 years and have had no mechanical problems at all. It is very reliable and
comfortable. The interior is very nice and there is lots of room for 5 -6 passengers and good
trunk space. All the features are just right and good technology. The only issue would be the
gas mileage which is a little low. Very comfortable and reliable. It can hold eight passengers
comfortably. Very spacious. Terrible on gas. Airbag light keeps coming on and has been to the
dealer three times for this. Had an issue with the radio. Dealer had to order a part. It was
defective. I bought it brand new. It is the perfect family van especially for long trip. It's so
comfortable to drive and has a ton of room. We have the DVD and navigation system which are
must haves for our family. Leather seats make it super easy to clean up. We haven't had issues
at all. I do not have any problems. My vehicle is great to me and always will be. Everyone in my
family has one and they also love it. They are the best cars ever made to this day. No one can
stop them. This car is so comfortable and it has the best features in the world. I just love it to
pieces. These seats are really important for any one with a bad back. We have owned our Kia
Sedona for almost 2 years and it has been great! A roomy and comfortable ride for everyone.
We have leather, heated seats which are really nice. We have not had any issues. The only thing

I will mention is that the back seats are difficult to fold down because they are very heavy in
comparison to the Honda odyssey that we owned previously. A good value for the money
compared to other vans on the market. Have had no issues, it's a quiet running car, very
comfortable. I like the design of where everything windshield wipers, air, cruise control etc is
located. Very user friendly. Lots of room, can fit at least 6 people comfortably. Good ac for the
hot Florida summers. Good trunk space. Kia Sedona lx is a comfortable vehicle, good for long
trips, has great space for anything. Seats flatten down to fit a lot. Also second row moves in to
create larger space. Has a lot of cup holders, charger sockets, all touchscreen and gear
controls. I love my car. It is very comfortable and I have not had any problems with it. I am short
and it is easy to adjust. There are 3 settings for heated the seat. Very convenient for the cold
mornings in my city. I do a lot of shopping and the back of the van is very large and easy to put
my purchases in. Change Year. Owner Reviews See below. Expert
bosch 15730 oxygen sensor wiring diagram
multiple subwoofer wiring diagram
chevy malibu 2000
Review. For Sale Near Me. Owner Reviews. Filter by: Rating. Comfort Reviews. Fuel Economy
Reviews. Performance Reviews. Interior Reviews. Problems Reviews. Safety Reviews. Reliability
Reviews. Search by keyword. Most Helpful. Most Recent. Highest Rating. Lowest Rating. Pamela
P wrote on October 3, Christopher M wrote on September 28, Jake P wrote on September 28,
Alionna C wrote on September 27, Kyle L wrote on September 10, Brittany P wrote on
September 5, Ashley S wrote on September 2, Kierra W wrote on September 2, Paloma M wrote
on August 16, Stacey K wrote on August 11, Ricky T wrote on August 11, Jenna S wrote on
August 5, Allie P wrote on August 1, Nicholas K wrote on July 30, Colleen B wrote on July 26,
Anggelina C wrote on July 25, Kelly C wrote on July 23, Heather P wrote on July 16, Carolyn J
wrote on July 16, Katherine M wrote on July 16, George d. Bilmer wrote on June 16, Nicole C
wrote on May 1, Omayra R wrote on May 1, Norma B wrote on February 26, Continue to
Overview.

